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Fund Performance and Quarterly Highlights 

Over the past 12 months we have seen the value of all 
Cryptoassets fall from a high of USD 828 bn to a low of 
USD 102 bn, a drop of 87%. Over the same period the 
value of BEOF units had fallen from $2.14 to $0.51 a 
drop of 76%.

Three points to note relative to our assets.

1. Aside from some minor positions we have not 
sold any assets and have no intention of  doing so, we 
fully expect recovery and well beyond in due course.

2. Some of our assets (most notably Hedera 
Hashgraph) are valued at cost as they are not yet 
trading.

3. Surplus funds in the last quarter were used to 
significantly increase our Ethereum and Bitcoin 
positions.

During this quarter one highlight was the Bitcoin Cash 
contentious hardfork. We had to do some research and 
planning around this to ensure that we were allocated both 
coins and then, following the fork, make a decision on 
which ones to keep, or not (see asset highlight for more 
details).  

All eyes are now on 2019. The general geopolitical/economic 
outlook is  very uncertain and the cryptomarkets are not 
divorced from general market turbulence. With this caveat 
we feel the outlook for the advancement of the technology 
and institutional adoption (mainly in the US) to be positive, 
speed bumps are to be expected but we seem to have come 
through many of those already and still the market has life 
and the  developer community is as busy as ever building 
the future.

As at 31 December 2018 Assets Under Management were 
valued at $1,842,159.60 and the Unit Price was $0.5178 

 





Asset Summary 



The hardfork centered around two developer 
communities: Bitcoin Cash ABC (BCHABC) and 
nChain (BCHSV) with both aiming to release a 
different software upgrade on 15 November 2018. 

The difference in opinion meant that this was a 
“contentious hard-fork.” Following the chain split on 15 
November 2018 there were two versions of the Bitcoin 
Cash blockchain. Consequently our fund held both 
BCHABC and BCHSV coins. 

The Argument: BCHABC

One of the most prominent features of the Bitcoin 
Cash ABC proposal was to move beyond monetary 
transfers. An improvement to the scripting language 
that may lead to the introduction of smart contracts on 
the Bitcoin Cash blockchain.

Asset Spotlight - Bitcoin Cash (hardfork 15 November 2018)

The upgrade will also introduce “canonical transaction 
ordering,” which alters the way transactions are listed in a 
block. BCHABC claims this will act as the foundation for 
enormous scaling potential in the future.

The Counter Argument: BCHSV

The major feature of the BCHSV upgrade is the quadrupling 
of blocksize. BCHSV proposes a new blocksize of 128MB, 
which is their solution to scaling issues.

BCHSV released a “full node implementation” reflecting 
these changes on 15 November. nChain called this upgrade 
Bitcoin SV, or “Satoshi’s Vision,” as they claim it is a true 
reflection of Bitcoin founder Satoshi Nakamoto’s ideals.

Following anaylsis and research, our fund decided to sell our 
BCHSV coins and invest the proceeds into Bitcoin. We still 
hold our BCHABC coins.



In simple terms, to fork software is to upgrade the software.

A hardfork is an upgrade which is not backwards compatible, 
whereas a softfork is an upgrade which is backwards 
compatible. Backward compatible means software that can 
successfully use interfaces and data from earlier versions of 
the system or with other systems, for example a typical 
microsoft windows upgrade.

Obviously hardforks are more challenging and less frequent 
as they essentially create a new system. With open source 
software projects, harforks can be planned (non-contentious) 
or unplanned (contentious) and this is what we had with the 
Bitcoin hardfork on 1 August 2017 and the Bitcoin Cash 
hardfork on 15 November 2018.

Contenious hardforks are quite dangerous for coin holders as 
there is a possibility that the coins held will become worthless 
if the forked chain is not supported. See diagram.

Planned hardforks per se are no issue, we are expecting an 
Ethereun non-contentious hardfork in January 2019.  

 

Technical Spotlight  - What is a Hardfork and a Softfork?



● Over the past few months we have undertaken a ‘health check’ legal review 
of the trust deed for the Blockchain Early Opportunities Fund.

● The review did not identify any material matters which required changing, 
however we did take the opportunity to simplify the wording around the 
calculation of the performance fee and to include an example of the 
calculation.  We also took the opportunity to remove superfluous clauses 
and wording not relevant to crypto and include definitions specific to crypto.

  

Blockchain Assets Pty Ltd - Trust Deed Review




